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1. Introduction 
The propagation of ultrashort laser pulses in the optical fibers is connected with a plenty of 
interesting and practically important phenomena. Unique dispersive and nonlinear 
properties of the optical fibers lead to various scenarios of the pulse evolution which are 
resulted in particular changes of the pulse shape, spectrum and chirp. The modern age of 
the optical fibers starts from the 1960s with the appearance of the first lasers. These fibers 
were extremely lossy but new suggestion on the geometry with the single mode operation 
(Kao et al., 1966) which was obtained by theoretical calculations based on the Maxwell’s 
equations, and the development of a new manufacturing process (French et al., 1974) have 
led to the achievement of the theoretical minimum of the loss value 0.2 dB/m (Miya et al., 
1979). The investigations of the nonlinear phenomena in the optical fibers have been 
continuously gained by the decreasing loss. Loss reduction in the fibers made possible the 
observation of such nonlinear processes which required longer propagation path length at 
the available power levels in the 1970s. Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) and Brillouin 
scattering (SBS) were studied first (Ippen et al., 1972). Optical Kerr-effect (Stolen et al., 1973), 
parametric four-wave mixing (FWM) (Stolen et al., 1974) and self-phase modulation (SPM) 
(Stolen et al., 1978) were observed later. The theoretical prediction of the optical solitons as 
an interplay of the fiber dispersion and the fiber nonlinearity was done as early as 1973 
(Hasegawa et al., 1973) and the soliton propagation was demonstrated seven years later in a 
single mode optical fiber (Mollenauer et al., 1980).  
Discovery of the optical solitons have revolutionized the field of the optical fiber 
communications. Nowadays solitons are used as the information carrying ‘‘bits’’ in optical 
fibers (Hasegawa et al., 2003). This is resulted from unique properties of the solitons. In 
general, the temporal and spectral shape of a short optical pulse changes during 
propagation in a medium due to the self-phase modulation and chromatic dispersion. This 
actually limits the transmission bit rate in optical fibers. Under certain circumstances, 
however, the SPM and dispersion can exactly cancel each other producing a self-localized 
waveform called the solitary wave. Due to the particle-like nature of these solitary waves 
during mutual interactions they were called solitons. Solitons are formed when GVD is 
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anomalous, and also, the pulse energy and duration have to meet a particular condition in 
order to provide the formation of a stable soliton called the fundamental soliton. 
Fundamental solitons preserve their temporal and spectral shape even over long 
propagation distances. However, if the pulse energy is larger, e.g. the square of an integer 
number times the fundamental soliton energy, then a higher-order soliton is formed. Such 
pulses do not have a preserved shape, but their shape varies periodically.  
Solitons possess a number of important features. An optical soliton is a solution of the 
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) in the form of secant-shaped pulse (Zakharov et al., 
1972). This soliton solution is very stable: even for substantial deviations of the initial pulse 
from the exact secant shape, the pulse tends to correct his shape towards the correct soliton 
form. It means that initial Gaussian or super-Gaussian pulse transforms to the soliton after 
some propagation distance in a fiber. Solitons are also very stable against changes of the 
properties of the medium, provided that these changes occur over distances which are long 
compared with a soliton period. It means that solitons can adapt their shape to slowly 
varying parameters of the medium.  
Owing to the features mentioned above the solitons play important role not only in optical 
fiber communications but also in ultrashort lasers as well. Soliton mode locking is a 
frequently used technique for producing high-quality ultrashort pulses in the bulk and fiber 
lasers (Brabec et al., 1991; Duling III, 1991). Solitons have been the subject of intense 
theoretical and experimental studies in many different fields, including hydrodynamics, 
nonlinear optics, plasma physics, and biology (Gu, 1995; Akhmediev et al., 2008). Up to date 
many other kinds of solitons have been discovered depending on the dispersive and 
nonlinear properties of the fibers. In the context of the optical solitons, one can distinguish 
temporal or spatial solitons, depending on whether the confinement of light occurs in time 
or space. Temporal solitons have been mentioned above, they represent optical pulses which 
maintain their shape, whereas spatial solitons represent self-guided beams that remain 
confined in the transverse directions orthogonal to the direction of propagation. A spatial 
soliton arises when the self-focusing of an optical beam balances its natural diffraction-
induced spreading. Spatiotemporal optical solitons can demonstrate both temporal and 
spatial localization of light (hence the term “light bullets”), which are nondiffracting and 
nondispersing wavepackets propagating in a nonlinear optical media. Other types of 
solitons include: dispersion-managed solitons, dissipative solitons, dark solitons, Bragg 
solitons, vector solitons, vortex solitons (Kivshar et al., 2003).  
In spite of unique properties of the optical solitons the difficulties arise with generation of 
the high power pulses and their delivering through the optical fibers due to distortions and 
break-up effects. Particularly, the fundamental soliton exists at only one particular power 
level and propagation of higher-power pulses excites the higher-order solitons which are 
sensitive to perturbation and break-up through the soliton fission (Kodama et al., 1987; 
Dudley et al., 2006). Whereas in the normal dispersion regime the pulse propagation is 
subject to instability through the appearance of the optical wave breaking (OWB) 
(Tomlinson et al., 1985; Anderson et al., 1992). It was shown that optical intensity shock 
formation precedes the OWB appearance (Rothenberg, 1989). The shock occurs when the 
more intense parts of the pulse, owing to the nonlinearity, are travelling at the speeds which 
are different from those of the weaker parts. This reshaping evolves to a breaking 
singularity, when the top of the shock actually overtakes its bottom, resulting in a region of 
multivalued solutions.  
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Break-up effects in general restrict pulse propagation in an optical fiber, especially 
concerning the high-power pulses. However, in 1990s it was theoretically predicted that 
pulses with parabolic intensity profile and a linear frequency chirp can propagate without 
wave breaking in the normal dispersive optical fiber (Anderson et al., 1993). Then it was 
shown numerically that ultrashort pulses injected into a normal dispersion optical fiber 
amplifier evolve towards the parabolic pulse profile with amplification and, moreover, 
retained their parabolic shape even as they continued to be amplified to higher powers 
(Tamura et al., 1996). In 2000 an experimental observation of parabolic pulse generation in 
the fiber amplifier with normal dispersion applying advanced ultrashort pulse 
measurement technique of the frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) was reported 
(Fermann et al., 2000).  
This novel class of the optical pulses exhibits several fundamental features. Parabolic pulses 
propagate in a self-similar manner, holding certain relations (scaling) between the pulse 
power, width, and chirp parameter. The scaling of the amplitude and width of both the 
temporal amplitude and spectrum depends only on the amplifier parameters and the input 
pulse energy, and is completely independent of the input pulse shape. Moreover, the pulse 
chirp is completely independent of the propagation distance. A major result of the 
theoretical analysis becomes the demonstration that the self-similar parabolic pulse is an 
asymptotic solution to the NLSE with gain, representing a type of nonlinear “attractor” 
towards which any arbitrarily-shaped input pulse of the given energy would converge with 
sufficient distance (Fermann et al., 2000; Kruglov et al., 2002). Thus, initial arbitrary shaped 
pulse propagating in a normally dispersive fiber amplifier reshapes itself into a pulse having 
a parabolic intensity profile combined with a perfectly linear chirp. Theoretical and 
numerical results obtained later have shown that the self-similar parabolic pulses shape is 
structurally stable (Kruglov et al., 2003).  
Self-similarity is a fundamental property of many physical systems and has been studied 
extensively in diverse areas of physics such as hydrodynamics, mechanics, solid-state 
physics and theory of elasticity (Barenblatt, 1996). Discovery of the self-similar pulse 
propagation in the optical fibers attracts much interest not only from theoretical standpoint 
but due to possible practical applications as well (Dudley et al., 2007). By analogy with the 
well-known stable dynamics of the solitary waves — solitons, these self-similar parabolic 
pulses have been termed as similaritons. One has to note that solitons themselves can also 
be interpreted as an example of self-similarity (Barenblatt, 1996). In contrast to the optical 
solitons however, the similaritons in optical fibers can tolerate strong nonlinearity without 
wave breaking. The normal GVD effectively linearizes the accumulated phase of the pulse 
allowing for the spectral bandwidth to increase without destabilizing the pulse. Solitons 
maintain their shape, width, and amplitude, whereas similaritons maintain their shape but 
not their width or amplitude; instead of that the certain relations between pulse power, 
width, and chirp parameter are hold.  
Application of similaritons provided a significant progress in the field of pulse 
generation and amplification in fiber systems. The remarkable properties of the parabolic 
pulses have been applied to the development of a new generation of high-power optical 
fiber amplifier (Schreiber et al., 2006). Self-similar propagation regime allows avoiding 
the catastrophic pulse break up due to excessive nonlinearity. However, in contrast to 
the well-known chirped pulse amplification method, where the aim is to avoid 
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nonlinearity by dispersive pre-stretching before amplification, a self-similar amplifier 
actively exploits the nonlinearity. This allows obtaining output pulses that are actually 
shorter than after recompression of the initial input pulse. Similariton approach has been 
applied also to the development of high-power fiber lasers (“similariton laser”) allowing 
overcome existing power limitations of soliton modelocking (Ilday et al., 2004). Parabolic 
pulses are of great interest for a number of applications including, amongst others, the 
highly coherent continuum sources development and optical signal processing (Finot et 
al., 2009). 
Parabolic pulses are generated usually in the active fiber systems such as amplifiers or 
lasers. However, last time it is also of interest to study alternative methods of generating 
parabolic pulses, especially in the context of non-amplification usage, such as optical 
telecommunications. Some approaches were proposed for the generation of parabolic 
pulses in the passive fiber systems, such as dispersion decreasing fibers (Hirooka et al., 
2004) and fiber Bragg gratings (Parmigiani et al., 2006). Then it was found that 
nonlinearity and normal dispersion in the simple passive fiber can provide pulse 
reshaping towards the parabolic pulse at the propagation distance preceding the optical 
wave breaking (Finot et al., 2007). But with longer propagation distance the pulse shape 
doesn’t remain parabolic. However, recently the possibility to obtain nonlinear-dispersive 
similaritons in the passive fibers at longer propagation distances was demonstrated 
(Zeytunyan et al., 2009; Zeytunyan et al., 2010). In this regime pulse propagates actually in 
some steady-state mode when pulse shape and spectrum does not change significantly 
with propagation distance and they repeat each other due to spectronic nature and 
moreover the chirp of such pulse is linear. Thus, there is some analogy with parabolic 
pulse formation in fiber with gain. However, the shape of the pulses obtained in passive 
fiber is different from the fully parabolic one. Under some special initial conditions even 
triangular pulses can be obtained (Wang et al., 2010).  
Based on our recent results (Sukhoivanov et al., 2010; Yakushev et al., 2010) here we will 
discuss nonlinear pulse transformations in the normal dispersive regime of the passive 
fibers. Particularly in the weak nonlinear case (soliton order is less than 10) we will present 
numerical results regarding the pulse shape evolution towards parabolic profile depending 
on the initial pulse shape, soliton number and fiber length. We will show that some quasi-
parabolic pulses with linear chirp can be obtained. The influence of the initial pulse 
parameters and fiber parameters on the shape of quasi-parabolic pulses will be investigated.  
We also reveal the role of the third-order dispersion.  
In the strong nonlinear case (soliton order is larger than 10) optical wave breaking becomes 
significant. Previously, it was shown that oscillations induced by OWB are vanishing at 
longer distances and pulse transforms to the chirped trapezium-shaped pulse (Karlsson, 
1994). However, there is no proper explanation of this phenomenon and further pulse 
evolution has not been investigated. We will present numerical results concerning to the 
pulse transformations at the much longer distance, until steady-stage regime is achieved. At 
this stage the pulse shape becomes nearly smooth with a linear chirp. We explain the OWB 
cancellation by the action of normal dispersion, which tends to flatten nonlinear chirp, 
induced by self-phase modulation during the pulse propagation in a fiber. It is possible to 
obtain the resulted parabolic pulse profile or a triangular one in the steady-state regime 
depending on the initial conditions. 
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2. Theoretical model 
The evolution of an ultrashort pulse during its propagation in a normal-dispersion fiber 
with Kerr nonlinearity is well described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) 
(Agrawal, 2007): 
 
2 3
232
2 32 2 6
A i A A
A i A A
z T T
           , (1) 
where ( , )A z t  is the slowly varying complex envelope of the pulse;   is the loss; 2  is the 
second order dispersion; 3  is the third order dispersion;   is the nonlinear coefficient; T  
is the time in a co-propagating time-frame; z  is the propagation distance. The formation of 
the nearly parabolic pulses in the passive optical fibers is basically governed by the interplay 
of normal dispersion and nonlinearity. But here we extend standard NLSE by including the 
fiber loss and the third-order dispersion in order to investigate the impact of these factors on 
the parabolic pulse formation. Equation (1) is solved numerically using the split-step Fourier 
method (Agrawal, 2007). For the subsequent discussion it is convenient to use following 
notations for the dispersion length DL , dispersion length associated with the third-order 
dispersion DL , nonlinear length NLL , soliton order N  and normalized length  : 
 20 2/ ,DL T   30 3/ ,DL T   01 /( ),NLL P / ,  D NLN L L / .Dz L   (2) 
here 0P  is the initial pulse peak power, 0T  is the initial pulse duration (half-width at 1/e-
intensity level). At first, we investigate the weak nonlinear case when 1 10N  . In this 
case the self-phase modulation (SPM) dominates over the group velocity dispersion (GVD) 
during the initial stages of the pulse evolution, then pulse evolution preliminary governed 
by GVD. Larger value of 10N   leads to the stronger impact of the nonlinearity, leading to 
the optical wave breaking phenomenon.  
In the following the quality of the pulse is estimated through the deviation of its 
temporal/spectral intensity profile 
2
( )A T  and a parabolic fit 
2
( )pA T  of the same energy 
(Finot et al., 2006), which is expressed as the misfit parameter M :  
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pA A d
M
A d


      . (3) 
The expression for a parabolic pulse of energy  4 / 3 2p p pU P T  is given by: 
 
2 2( ) 1 2 / ,                / 2
( ) 0,                                            / 2  
p p p p
p p
A T P T T T T
A T T T
     
 (4) 
where pP  is the peak power of the parabolic pulse, pT  is the duration of the parabolic pulse 
(full-width at half-maximum). The misfit parameter M  allows estimating the pulse shape 
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imperfection as compared to the parabolic shape; the smaller value of M  shows better fit to 
the parabolic waveform. Usually we can consider a pulse shape to be close enough to the 
parabolic one when 0.04M  . 
3. Pulse reshaping in the weak nonlinear case 
3.1 The influence of initial pulse shape and chirp on the resulted pulse profile 
At first, we address pulse reshaping in the weak nonlinear case 1 10N   at the normal 
dispersive optical fiber. Basically pulse reshaping is governed by the interplay between SPM 
and GVD. One can separate two stages of the pulse evolution. In the first stage within the 
short propagation distance the SPM effect is strong. Owing to that the chirp becomes 
nonlinear and fast reshaping of the pulse temporal and spectral shapes occurs. It was shown 
that a parabolic pulse can be obtained from initial unparabolic pulse at this stage at the 
particular propagation distance (Finot et al., 2007). However, further pulse reshaping 
continues and pulse shape doesn’t remain parabolic. Finally, SPM action goes down and 
GVD dominates over the longer propagation distance. At this stage pulse propagates in the 
nearly linear propagation regime. Here pulse chirp becomes linear and pulse temporal and 
spectral shape changes slowly and actually maintains some particular profile. However, the 
resulted pulse shape strongly differs from the initial pulse shape (Zeytunyan  et al., 2009). 
Here, we investigate comprehensively pulse reshaping depending on the initial pulse 
parameters and fiber parameters. 
Firstly, we investigate pulse reshaping in the case of initial Gaussian pulse shape. The M-
map presented in Fig. 1 (a) demonstrates the dependence o f the misfit parameter M  on the 
soliton order N  and normalized length  . We also calculated the M-plot shown in Fig. 1 
(b), which represents the dependence of the misfit parameter M  versus   for a particular 
value N . Both the deviation of the temporal pulse shape and the deviation of the spectrum 
shape from the parabolic one were calculated. In the last case equations (3)-(4) are applied 
for the spectral pulse amplitude.  
On Fig. 1(a) three specific areas are denoted by numbers. Number 1 indicates narrow and 
dip vertical area within the short propagation distance ( 1  ). This area has been 
extensively investigated by Finot et al (Finot et al., 2007) and Boscolo et al (Boscolo et al., 
2008). It is possible to achieve here fully parabolic pulse ( ~ 0.04M ). However, a suitable M  
is achieved only over the narrow range of propagation distances, then pulse shape changes. 
Moreover, from Fig. 1 (b) we can see that only temporal pulse profile achieves parabolic 
shape, whereas the spectral shape shows maximal deviation from the parabolic shape here. 
We should point out here also an adjacent wider vertical area (Number 2). Here the 
propagation distance is also small ( 1 2  ) and misfit parameter M  is close to that one in 
the first area.  
Now let us look at the pulse reshaping within the longer propagation distance. We are 
especially interested in this region because some steady-state regime is achieved here. This 
implies that pulse shape and spectrum do not change sufficiently with propagation distance 
any more. From Fig. 1(b) we can conclude that steady-state starts approximately from 5  . 
Here both temporal and spectral curves are reduced very slowly and they are very close to 
each other. The value of N  affects strongly on the misfit parameter M  in the steady-state. 
From Fig. 1 (a) one can see that M  sufficiently increases with increasing of N . It means that 
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pulse shape in the steady-state will be different depending on the N . In Fig.1(a) we can 
point out also the horizontal valley 1.5 2.5N  , where misfit parameter achieves smaller 
value as compared to the outside value of N   (Number 3). In this area one can achieve 
~ 0.07M .  
 
 
Fig. 1. a) Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus N  and   in the case of initial 
Gaussian pulse shape. Numbers at the figure denote three specific areas described in the 
text. b) Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus   for the temporal and spectral pulse 
shapes ( 2N  ). 
Now we investigate pulse reshaping in the case of initial secant pulse shape. The M-map for 
the secant pulse shape is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and appropriate M-plot is shown in Fig. 2 (b).  
From Fig. 2 we see that pulse reshaping process in the case of initial secant pulse is different 
from that one for Gaussian. Within the short propagation distance we find only one area 
where pulse achieves the parabolic shape. Moreover one can see that steady-state regime 
arises at much longer propagation distance as compared to the Gaussian. We find the same 
horizontal valley 1.5 2.5N  , where misfit parameter achieves smaller value. However, 
here the resulted pulse shape in the steady-state differs stronger from the parabolic one as 
compared to the previous Gaussian pulse.  
Now we investigate pulse reshaping in the case of initial super-Gaussian (2-nd order) pulse 
shape. The M-map for super-Gaussian pulse shape is shown in Fig. 3 (a) and corresponding 
M-plot is shown in Fig. 3 (b).  
From Fig. 3 we can see that pulse reshaping process in the case of initial super-Gaussian 
pulse inevitably leads to the fully parabolic pulse for 1N  . Steady-state regime arises very 
fast as compared to the previously investigated initial pulse shapes. However, one should 
note that in the case of pulses with steeper leading and trailing edges (higher order super-
Gaussian pulses) the resulted pulse profile in the steady-state regime differs stronger from 
the parabolic one.  
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Fig. 2. a) Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus N  and   in the case of initial secant 
pulse shape. b) Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus   for the temporal and 
spectral pulse shapes ( 2N  ). 
 
 
Fig. 3. a) Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus N  and   in the case of initial super-
Gaussian pulse shape. b) Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus   for the temporal 
and spectral pulse shapes ( 2N  ). 
Results presented above were obtained in the case of initially unchirped pulses, now we 
examine the influence of the initial pulse chirp on the resulted pulse shape in the steady-
state regime. We include chirp in the initial pulse in the following way: 
 
2
2
0
exp
2
chirp unchirp
T
A A iC
T
     
, (5) 
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where unchirpA  is the waveform of an unchirped initial pulse; C  - chirp parameter. 
This leads to the initial linear dependence of instantaneous frequency:  
 0 2
0
T
C
T
   , (6) 
where 0  is a central frequency of the pulse spectrum. The instantaneous frequency 
increases linearly from the leading to the trailing edge of the pulse for 0C   (positive chirp) 
while the opposite process occurs for 0C   (negative chirp). We compare pulse evolution 
for initial Gaussian pulse with positive chirp, negative chirp and unchirped ( 0C  ), Fig. 4.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus   for the temporal and spectral pulse 
shapes ( 2N  ) in the case of initial pulse with initial positive chirp, negative and unchirped. 
The absolute value of initial chirp parameter here is 0.5. a) – initial Gaussian pulse; b) – initial 
secant pulse. Dotted lines denote temporal curves; solid lines – spectral curves.  
From Fig. 4 we can see that initial chirp is able to change significantly pulse evolution. We 
can see that the maxima of the spectral and temporal curves at the short propagation 
distances increase when initial chirp is negative and decrease when initial chirp is positive. 
In the steady-state regime positive chirp leads to the lower deviation from the parabolic 
shape both for temporal and spectral profiles and steady-state regime arises faster. In the 
case of negative chirp the spectral shape also becomes closer to the parabolic, but the 
temporal curve indicates stronger deviation. So, we can conclude that application of pulses 
with initial positive chirp is more preferable. For initial Gaussian pulse we can obtain misfit 
parameter ~ 0.05M  and for secant pulse ~ 0.08M  at 8  .  
In the case of initial super-Gaussian pulse the fully parabolic pulse is achieved already for 
unchirped pulse. Our calculations show that adding the initial chirp in this case does not 
change sufficiently pulse evolution presented in Fig. 3 a), there are only slight changes of 
the distance where steady-state regime is achieved. Increasing the magnitude of the 
positive chirp is able to provide actually a fully parabolic pulse from the initial Gaussian 
pulse. Fig. 5 shows the pulse shape, spectrum and chirp for 1C   and 4  . We see that 
both spectral and temporal profiles are parabolic ( ~ 0.03M ) and chirp is actually linear 
over the whole pulse.  
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Fig. 5. Normalized pulse temporal intensity – (a), spectrum – (c) and chirp (b) in the steady-
state regime produced from initial Gaussian pulse with positive chirp ( 2N  , 4  , 1C  ). 
Red curves show corresponding parabolic fits. 
In the case of initial secant pulse a stronger initial positive chirp and longer propagation 
distance is required in order to achieve better quasi-parabolic pulse. For example, our 
calculations show that quasi-parabolic pulse with ~ 0.05M  for both spectral and temporal 
profile can be obtained when 2N  , 8  , 2.5C  . 
3.2 Influence of the third-order dispersion, loss and gain 
The self-phase modulation and the group velocity dispersion are main factors of pulse 
reshaping towards the parabolic shape in the passive optical fiber. However other factors are 
able to change the pulse reshaping. At first we investigate the impact of third-order dispersion 
(TOD) associated with the 3-rd order time derivative in the NLSE (1). In the linear regime 
( 0  ) TOD effects play a significant role only if / 1D DL L   (Agrawal, 2007). In this case TOD 
leads to the asymmetric broadening of the pulse with an oscillated tail near one of its edges. In 
the presence of nonlinearity the TOD influence becomes more complex. The impact of TOD in 
the steady-state regime of a passive fiber is quite similar to that one in the case of similariton 
pulse propagation (Latkin et al., 2007; Bale et al., 2010). From Fig. 6 we see that pulse temporal 
and spectrum profiles become asymmetric with the peak shifted towards one of the edges 
depending on the sign of the TOD; pulse chirp becomes nonlinear. Further increasing of TOD 
leads to the development of the optical shock-type instabilities. In the temporal profile we can 
observe fast and deep oscillations and a lateral satellite in the pulse spectrum arises.  
 
 
Fig. 6. Pulse evolution in the steady-state under the TOD impact ( 2N  , 8  ). (a) - Pulse 
temporal profile. (b) - Chirp. (c) - Spectrum. Color indicates the relative magnitude of TOD: 
red curve – without TOD; blue curve - / 7.3D DL L  ; gray curve - / 3.3D DL L  . 
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We estimate here distortion of the pulse shape due to the TOD impact applying (3) for 
perturbed pulse waveform and appropriate unperturbed pulse in the steady-state (instead 
of parabolic fit). Fig. 7 shows evolution of misfit parameter M  versus /D DL L  for various 
initial pulse shapes.  
 
 
Fig. 7. Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus /D DL L  which demonstrates TOD 
impact on the pulse profile ( 2N  , 8  ). 
From Fig. 7 we see that super-Gaussian pulse is the most sensitive to the TOD, whereas 
secant pulse is the least sensitive. Level 0.04 in Fig. 6 indicates the border, where pulse 
distortions become significant. Less value of misfit parameter can be achieved when 
/ 30D DL L   for all pulse shapes. This condition should be taken into account in order to 
select suitable fiber for pulse reshaping.  
Next we investigate the impact of loss and gain on the pulse reshaping in the steady-state 
regime. Both effects can be taken into account using the term   in NLSE (1). When 0   it 
means the presence of loss in the fiber; 0   - lossless case; 0   indicates gain. Fig. 8 
shows evolution of misfit parameter M  (given by (3)-(4)) versus   both for the temporal 
and spectral pulse shapes. Initial pulse shape here is Gaussian, when initial pulse shape is 
secant or super-Gaussian pulse evolution is qualitatively similar. Total loss/gain was chosen 
to be 20 dB, it corresponds to approximately total gain of 2.3 m of Yb3+ doped fiber. Typical 
attenuation of the photonic crystall fibers (PCF) can exceed tens of dB/km, such that total 
loss 20 dB correspond to hundreds meters of PCF.  
From Fig. 8 we can see that within the short propagation distance both loss and gain don’t 
affect sufficiently pulse evolution, because dotted and dashed lines nearly coincide with 
appropriate solid lines. However with increasing the propagation distance the loss/gain 
influence becomes stronger. In the case of loss the dotted spectral and temporal curves are 
nearly horizontal and they tend asymptotically to some limit without intersection (at least 
within the calculated propagation distance). Actually it means that the presence of loss 
damps the strength of the pulse reshaping and the resulted pulse shape differs stronger 
from the parabolic profile. The influence of the gain is opposite to that one of the loss. Gain 
enhances pulse reshaping towards the parabolic shape and we obtain actually a similariton 
propagation regime. Spectral profile (green solid line in Fig. 8) tends to parabolic shape 
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faster as compared to the temporal one. However, one should note that spectral curve 
doesn’t achieve 0M  , we can see only some minimum around 15   and then this curve 
grows up. This behavior is related to the arising the oscillations in the pulse spectral profile 
in the similariton propagation regime (Kruglov et al., 2002).  
 
 
Fig. 8. Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus   for the temporal and spectral pulse 
shapes ( 2N  ). Blue lines denote 0  ; red lines - 0  ; green lines - 0  . Dotted lines 
denote temporal curves, solid lines – spectral curves.  
Based on the presented results we can estimate some practical conditions for achieving the 
quasi-parabolic pulses in a passive fiber. One can see that initial super-Gaussian pulse is the 
best choice to obtain parabolic pulses in a passive optical fiber, but state of the art ultrashort 
lasers generate usually secant or Gaussian waveform. In this case an initial Gaussian pulse is 
more preferable than secant, because the resulted pulse shape can be closer to the parabolic 
one. Next point is that selected fiber should provide suitable dispersion properties at the 
operation wavelength. Dispersion should be normal and flat enough in order to reduce the 
impact of high-order dispersion ( / 30D DL L  ), moreover the higher amount of second-
order dispersion allows usage of shorter pieces of fiber due to the smaller dispersion length 
DL . For example, for realistic dispersion 
2
2 20 ps /km   and initial pulse duration 100 fs, 
the required fiber length ( 8 DL ) is about 1.4 m. Application of photonic crystal fibers seems 
attractive due to the possibility to design the desired dispersion properties by varying 
geometrical fiber parameters such as the lattice pitch and diameter of air-holes. Because the 
required fiber length is quite short the influence of attenuation on the pulse reshaping 
process is expected to be negligible. Next, by varying the initial pulse peak power and/or 
selecting fiber with appropriate nonlinear coefficient one can achieve operation within the 
desired range 1.5 2.5N  , where pulse shape in the steady-state regime is closest to the 
parabolic one (for Gaussian pulse ~ 0.07M ). Application of pulses with initial positive 
chirp is desirable to further decrease misfit parameter and required fiber length.  
4. Pulse reshaping in the strong nonlinear case 
4.1 Optical wave breaking cancellation 
Now, we investigate pulse reshaping in the strong nonlinear case ( 10N  ) in the normal 
dispersive optical fibers. The main difference here is appearing of the optical wave breaking 
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at the initial stage of the pulse propagation. The appearing of optical wave breaking has 
been investigated theoretically and experimentally (Tomlinson et al., 1985; Rothenberg, 
1989; Anderson et al., 1992).  
We start our consideration from OWB stage appearing during the pulse propagation in the 
normal dispersive fiber with 30N   showing in Fig. 9 ( 0.065  ). The optical wave 
breaking comprises following features. Pulse becomes nearly rectangular with relatively 
sharp leading and trailing edges and oscillations in the pulse edges arise. The strength of 
oscillations rises with increasing of N . The chirp function shows that there is a nearly linear 
chirp over most of the pulse width; however the steep transition regions are developed at 
the leading and trailing edges. In the spectrum we can see the development of sidelobes. 
The appearing of the OWB has been explained by the combined action of SPM and normal 
GVD (Tomlinson et al., 1985; Anderson et al., 1992). Normal GVD tends to change a 
nonlinear double-peak chirp pattern induced by SPM. A steepening of the chirp function is 
occurred, because the red-shifted light near the leading edge travels faster and overtakes the 
unshifted light in the forward tail of the pulse. The opposite scenario occurs for the blue-
shifted light near the trailing edge. In both cases, the leading and trailing regions of the 
pulse contain light at two different frequencies which interfere. Owing to such interference 
the oscillations near the pulse edges arise. Moreover nonlinear mixing of the overlapped 
pulse components with different frequencies creates new frequencies. This leads to the 
development of sidelobes in the spectrum profile.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Evolution of initial Gaussian pulse in a fiber showing optical wave breaking cancellation 
( 30N  ). First row comprises pulse temporal intensity over the increasing length  ; second 
row – instantaneous frequency (chirp); third row – pulse spectrum. All quantities are 
normalized to their maxima; time and frequency are normalized to the initial pulse width.  
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Now let us look on the pulse reshaping at the longer propagation distance. It was shown 
that oscillations induced by OWB are vanishing at longer distances and pulse transforms to 
the chirped trapezium-shaped pulse (Karlsson, 1994). Here we investigate this in a more 
detailed way. One can see from Fig. 9 ( 0.1   and 0.25  ) that oscillations of the chirp 
function decay at the pulse edges, such that only two bends remain around the pulse center. 
The magnitudes of these bends decrease with distance, thus actually chirp tends to 
flattening. At the same time oscillations of the pulse intensity envelope decay as well and we 
can see also two symmetrical bends on the pulse intensity profile (trapezium-shaped pulse). 
These bends becomes weaker and moves to the center of the pulse with increasing of 
propagation distance. A quite long propagation distance is required to complete this 
process. Only at 22   there are no any bends in the pulse intensity profile. The same 
behavior one can observe in the pulse spectrum, i.e. the bends indicating spectral sidelobes 
moves to the center of the spectrum and their magnitude decreases. In addition the SPM 
induced spectral oscillations decay in the top of the spectrum and SPM-induced broadening 
of the spectrum is stopping. At the last stage ( 22  ) pulse spectrum is smooth also and it 
actually repeats temporal intensity profile.  
Thus, we can see that OWB fully vanishes at the longer propagation distance and pulse 
temporal shape and spectrum is fully smooth with linear chirp. One should note that the 
resulted pulse shape is note trapezium, rather triangular. We explain OWB cancellation by 
the following way. It is clear that the mentioned above picture of OWB onset doesn’t freeze 
with propagation distance. Owing to the normal dispersion a frequency-shifted light should 
overtake the unshifted light in the pulse edges more and more with propagation distance. 
When this frequency-shifted light completely overtakes the unshifted light one can observe 
actually the formation of low-intensity pulse wings both in the temporal and spectral profile 
(Fig. 9), the chirp function is linear within these wings. The maximum shifted light from 
initial nonlinear profile overtakes an unshifted light the fastest, however with increasing the 
propagation distance the less shifted light overtakes it as well. Owing to that low intensity 
pulse wings expand up to the pulse peak. The frequency difference between the shifted light 
and unshifted one continuously reduces during this process, therefore optical shock relaxes 
and a flattening of chirp function occurs. This is accompanied by reducing the bends at the 
pulse edges and finally we obtain smooth pulse profile with a linear chirp.  
So, we can highlight the main trend of the pulse evolution: normal GVD tends to flatten 
SPM induced nonlinear chirp pattern with propagation distance. At first this leads to the 
steepening of the chirp function and appearing the OWB, but then with increasing of 
propagation distance the chirp flattens and OWB vanishes. However, the question remains: 
How to find the length where OWB fully vanishes and pulse shape is already smooth? It is 
clear that in this case the pulse shape and spectrum profile should not include any bends. 
The straightforward way here is to calculate a second derivative of the temporal intensity 
function or spectral intensity function. Zeros of those second derivatives will indicate the 
presence of the bend’s point. Figure 10 illustrates application of the second derivative for the 
analysis of the pulse shape. There are shown Gaussian pulse, parabolic pulse and pulse 
obtained due to nonlinear reshaping of initial Gaussian pulse after the vanishing of OWB. 
All shown waveforms in Fig. 10 possess only two symmetrical zeroes of the second 
derivatives. For Gaussian pulse the bends are located near the center of the pulse edges, 
whereas bends of parabolic pulse are shifted to the foot of the pulse. Due to the sharp 
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transitions between zero background and nonzero parabolic profile (resulted from (4)), the 
appropriate second derivative demonstrates here sharp peaks. In the central part 2-nd 
derivative of parabolic pulse is horizontal and negative. A pulse obtained due to nonlinear 
reshaping demonstrates mixed features. Symmetrical bends here are also shifted to the foot 
of the pulse; however they are not so sharp. In the central part 2-nd derivative is not fully 
horizontal and moreover a dip in the center remains similar to that one in the Gaussian 
profile.  
Thus, we can see that pulses with smooth edges possess only two symmetrical zeroes 
indicating the transition between the foot of the pulse and pulse edges. More number of 
zeroes indicates uneven pulse edges. We can use this in order to characterize the 
transformation of the pulse shape from the perturbed shape toward the smooth one.  
 
 
Fig. 10. Pulse waveforms (top raw) and appropriate 2-nd derivative (bottom row). (a) This 
column shows Gaussian waveform. (b) This column shows pulse waveform obtained after 
the optical wave breaking cancelled ( 30N  , 22  ). (c) This column shows parabolic 
waveform. Pulse temporal intensities are normalized to its maxima; 2-nd derivatives are 
normalized to its absolute maxima. 
Figure 11 shows how the number of zeroes of 2-nd derivative changes during pulse 
reshaping in a fiber.  
At the start point ( 0  ) pulse possesses only 2 zeroes of the second derivatives associated 
with initial Gaussian profile. However, the number of zeroes increases very fast with pulse 
propagation and achieves some maximal values indicating pulse shape perturbations due to 
OWB and SPM induced spectral oscillations. The greater is soliton number N , the stronger 
pulse shape perturbations appear. But after that the number of zeroes decreases and we can 
see the presence of long horizontal plateau, when the number of zeroes is 6. At this stage 
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pulse waveform is already quite smooth without breaking oscillations or spectral 
oscillations induced by SPM. There are only two weak symmetrical bends at the pulse edges 
associated with gradual expansion of the low-intensity temporal and spectral wings. When 
this process is completed, the number of zeroes of the second derivative goes down to 2. 
 
 
Fig. 11. (a) Number of zeroes of the second derivative of pulse temporal intensity depending 
on propagation distance. (b) Number of zeroes of the second derivative of pulse spectrum. 
From Fig. 11 we can see that initial Gaussian pulse with 10N   becomes smooth the fastest 
9  , here both the temporal intensity and spectrum have smooth profile. For initial 
Gaussian pulse with 30N   it is required longer propagation distance 21  . In the case of 
initial secant pulse we can see that bends in the temporal and spectral profile remains 
until 30  . This is related to the stronger distortions due to OWB in the case of initial 
secant pulse. 
4.2 Pulse shape transformations after OWB cancellation 
Here we are interested in the pulse shape transformations in the steady-state regime after 
OWB cancellation. One can see that the resulted pulse shape here strongly differs (see Fig. 9) 
from the quasi-parabolic shape achieved in the weak nonlinear case, it is rather triangular. 
Indeed, recently it has been found that one can achieve a pulse with perfect triangular pulse 
shape from the initial chirped Gaussian pulse with 10N   at 0.33   (Boscolo et al., 2008; 
Wang et al., 2010). Triangular pulses as well as parabolic pulses are highly desired for a 
range of photonic applications. Possible applications include: add–drop multiplexing 
(Parmigiani et al., 2009) or doubling of the optical signals (Latkin et al., 2009). 
In order to investigate pulse transformations towards triangular pulse shape we introduce 
the following triangular fitting function: 
 
( ) 1 /( 2.5) ,            2.5
( ) 0,                                               2.5  
t t t t
t t
A T P T T T T
A T T T
     
, (7) 
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where tP  is the peak power of the triangular pulse, tT  is the duration of the triangular 
pulse (the half-width at 1/e intensity point),  2.5t t tU PT  is the energy of triangular fit 
pulse.  
Applying (3) and (7) we can investigate pulse transformations towards the triangular shape 
in the same way it was done above for parabolic pulse shape.  
Figure 12 shows transformations of the initial chirped Gaussian pulse with 
( 10N  , 4C   ). We can see that temporal spectral and temporal curves achieves minimum 
near  0.4  . The triangular misfit parameter here is ~ 0.03M , whereas for the spectral 
shape it is slightly higher. However, we can see from Fig. 12 a) that these minima are very 
sharp and with increasing the propagation distance the pulse shape and spectrum do not 
remain triangular. 
 
 
Fig. 12. a) Evolution of the misfit parameter M  versus   for the temporal and spectral 
pulse shapes ( 10N  ). a) - triangular fitting; b) - parabolic fitting. 
Fig. 12 b) surprisingly shows that instead of triangular shape we obtain here a fully 
parabolic pulse in the steady-state regime. Parabolic misfit parameter here is 0.04M   from 
 6   both for temporal and spectral profile and moreover, chirp is linear here (Fig. 13).  
 
 
Fig. 13. Normalized pulse temporal intensity ( 0.039M  ) – (a), spectrum ( 0.038M  ) – (c) 
and chirp (b) in the steady-state regime produced from initial Gaussian pulse with negative 
chirp ( 10N  , 6  , 4C   ). Red curves show corresponding parabolic fits. 
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Thus, in the steady-state regime we can obtain parabolic pulses not only in the weak 
nonlinear case ( 1.5 2.5N  ), but also at the higher pulse powers.  
In spite of that it is also possible to obtain triangular pulses as well in the steady-state 
regime. Figure 14 a) clearly shows that applying initial secant pulse without any chirp we 
can obtain triangular pulses in the steady-state regime. One can see that triangular misfit 
parameter is 0.04M   from 10   both for temporal and spectral profile. In contrast to 
that Fig. 14 b) shows that in the case of initial Gaussian pulse the deviation from the 
triangular fit is sufficiently higher.  
 
 
Fig. 14. a) Evolution of the triangular misfit parameter M  versus   ( 10N  ).a) – initial 
secant pulse; b) – initial Gaussian pulse. 
Figure 15 shows the resulted pulse shape in the steady-state regime obtained from the initial 
unchirped secant pulse. Pulse shape and spectrum are fully triangular over the whole pulse 
with the exception of a small flat top. The chirp is also linear here.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15. Normalized pulse temporal intensity ( 0.037M  ) – (a), spectrum ( 0.018M  ) – (c) 
and chirp (b) in the steady-state regime produced from initial secant pulse ( 10N  , 10  ). 
Red curves show corresponding triangular fits. 
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5. Conclusion 
We have investigated pulse shape transformations in passive optical fibers in the steady-
state regime. In the case of super-Gaussian pulse shape (2-nd order) the resulted pulse 
waveform tends to the fully parabolic very fast. In the case of initial Gaussian pulse quasi-
parabolic pulses ( ~ 0.07M ) with linear chirp can be obtained in the weak nonlinear case at 
fiber length 5  . In the case of initial secant pulse the steady-state regime arises at much 
longer propagation distance and obtained pulse shape differs stronger from the parabolic 
one. The value of soliton order N  strongly affects on the pulse shape in the steady-state. 
When soliton order lies within the following range 1.5 2.5N  , the shape of quasi-
parabolic pulse is closest to the parabolic one. Application of positively chirped pulses is 
preferable to achieve quasi-parabolic pulses with minimal deviation from the parabolic 
profile both for temporal and spectral shapes at the shortest propagation distance. Third-
order dispersion is able to affect strongly on the pulse shape in the steady-state regime 
leading to the pulse distortions due to optical shock-type instabilities. It was found that the 
dispersion length’s ratio / 30D DL L   provides undistorted pulse shape. The presence of 
losses in the fiber damps the strength of pulse reshaping and the resulted pulse shape differs 
stronger from the parabolic profile, whereas gain enhances pulse reshaping towards the 
parabolic shape. In the strong nonlinear case ( 10N  ) it is also possible to achieve parabolic 
pulses in the steady-state regime from the initially chirped Gaussian pulses. Moreover, one 
can obtain also triangular pulses from the unchirped secant pulses. 
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